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saw 1140 distinct meteors during the two sessions, an overall average of 53 per hour. 
Alter compensating for sky brightness, obstruction, radiant altitude, and the important 
"personal coefficient" (visual acuity, experience, etc.), the Zenithal Hourly Rate was 
60 to 80 on the first night, and about 115 on the second. There was no evidence 
confirming a possible double peak in the shower. Rob played excerpts of the audio 
tape to convey the activity and excitement, including the reaction to a -5 magnitude 
fireball, which was also captured on film by Glenn Ledrew.

John Thompson outlined the uses of binoculars in astronomy — variable stars, the 
brighter asteroids and deep sky objects including nearly all the Messiers, comets, the 
moons of Jupiter (and our own!), and perhaps the phases of Venus. Binoculars with 
50-63mm objectives are termed “medium” and those greater than 70mm as “giant”. 
The prospective purchaser is advised to check Twilight Factor, true field, instrument 
weight, type and number of optical coatings, and the kind of glass and prism used. 
For astronomical work, avoid zoom eyepieces and fixed-focus binoculars. Glenn 
Ledrew added a supplemental note by exhibiting a pair of Omcon 15x80 binoculars 
whose original Kellner eyepieces he had replaced with Erfles. This greatly improved 
both the true (was 3.5°, now 4.5°) and apparent fields (from 45° to 65°) at negligible 
loss of magnification.

Glenn formally closed the meeting around 10:30; as usual, informal discussions 
continued over refreshments provided by Art and Anne Fraser.

New Address
The Centre has a new address, effective immediately: PO Box 33012, 1974 Baseline 
Road, Nepean, Ontario, K2C 0E0.
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Pat Browne has become interested in learning about asteroids, aided in part by her 
Dance o f the Planets program, which is not only a good guidebook but gives a sense of 
their motion. While most are confined to a belt between Mars and Jupiter, there are 
exceptions both closer in and farther out. She is intrigued by the various resonances 
that some asteroids’ orbits make with respect to Jupiter: the Trojans (1:1) fall into two 
camps, leading and lagging Jupiter by 60°. The Hilda group (3:2, i.e., they go round 
the Sun three times in two Jovian years) are noticeable as a lobe opposite Jupiter, even 
though individual members do not stay there. The Kirkwood gaps are orbits with 
resonances like 3:1 or 5:2 which are empty of asteroids, because anything that was 
there would have repeatedly passed through the same configuration with Jupiter, 
absorbing or losing energy each time, pushing it into a different orbit. Pat finished by 
showing the orbit of Toutatis, a small Earth-crossing asteroid which made a close 
approach in December 1992, but is now in the distant recesses of the asteroid belt

To complement Pat’s somewhat theoretical talk, Hilderic Browne presented an 
elementary observation of an easy bright asteroid, 1 Ceres. At around 8th magnitude, 
it is easy to see in binoculars or any small telescope (he used a 3” refractor). Finding 
it is a slightly greater challenge; in addition to knowing the area of the sky to look in 
(use Dance or the tables in the Observer’s Handbook), you’ll need either an atlas 
comparable to Uranometria 2000.0, or the patience to carefully draw the star field you 
see and then look again a night or two later.

Alan Hildebrand reported on the continuing efforts to locate the daylight fireball of 
November 18, 1993. Originally thought to have fallen near Maniwaki, it is now 
believed to have landed much further north; one witness erred about the direction, and 
a compass bearing taken from inside a building was badly affected by the surrounding 
structural steel. In the last month, new observations have turned up, from the 
Basketong Reservoir area (20-sec sonic rumble) to as far away as Sharbot Lake 
(275km). From the spread of observations, and by comparison with other falls, Dr. Ian 
Halliday estimates the weight of the object at approximately 1 ton. Incidentally, there 
have been reports of six other fireballs since then; one (mag. -10) on the same day!

Rob Dick described a new way to get very cold: sit motionless in front of a computer 
for several hours, then go outside and look at the sky for a few minutes! The source of 
such riveting interest is a set of six CD-ROMs from NASA, containing a complete 
mosaic of the surface of Mars at 250-500m resolution, from Viking Orbiter data. It is 
very easy to get lost amid so much Martian terrain, so Rob highly recommends as a 
road map the atlases put out by the US Bureau of Documents. He showed us images of 
the Valle Marineris canyon, Mons Olympus, etc.

Rob McCallum related the results of the December’s two night Geminid Meteor watch. 
The Geminids occur when the Earth passes through swarms of particles traveling in 
their own orbit - that of an old comet - around the sun. That they appear to emanate 
from a “radiant” point (in Gemini) is purely a perspective effect like the convergence 
of highway lane markings toward the horizon. This year, the meteors put on an 
excellent display, showing no sign of their predicted demise. The six or so observers
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Event Horizons
Feb. 11/12 W inter IRO Star Party. Contact Glenn LeDrew at 445-4167 for 

more information.

Feb. 18 Centre Meeting - See below.

M ar. 4 Observers' Group Meeting - Carleton University Steacie Building
room 103, at 8:00 pm.

Apr. 9/10 S tar Party at IRO.

Centre Meeting

Paul Marmet
U nivers ity  o f O ttaw a

In Search of 
A  Realistic Cosmology

February 1 8 , 1994
Carleton University, Steacie Bldg, room 104

It is recalled that many astronomical observations cannot be explained by 
means of the Doppler shift interpretation. Several examples are presented. A 
new mechanism must exist to explain those inconsistent redshifts. It is shown 

that without the need of any ad hoc physical hypothesis, a non-Doppler red 
shift is produced that is fully compatible with the observed redshifts. The result 

is that possibly, there has been no Big Bang.
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Editorial Doug George
Adieu!

This issue is the 72nd issue that I have edited since taking over from Rolf Meier in 
January, 1987. Like Rolf, I have held this position for quite a few years, and have 
enjoyed the task immensely. Yet there is always a need for new blood in any 
organization. The benefits of experience must be periodically traded for the benefits of 
new ideas and enthusiasm. Without fresh infusions an organization will soon wither 
and die.

During my tenure as editor I have received many different kinds of articles from many 
different authors. Without these contributions there would be no AstroNotes. My 
sincere thanks to everyone who has contributed over the years.

In my mind, one regular contributor stands out for his humorous and inspiring 
articles, ranging from "Triumph in Triangulum" to "Refractor Snobs". That author, 
Brian McCullough, will be taking over as editor starting next month.

Don't worry-you haven't seen the last of me! I still have a lot of astronomical 
activities on the go: CCD imaging, writing astronomical software (Hidden Image, 
EZ-Fringe and Quick Fringe), a (slowly) developing astrometry project, and of course 
comet hunting. And then there is RASC 2000. All of this will be fodder for future 
articles, so this won't be the last time I'll appear in these pages.

Well, the skies are clear... it's time for me to head out to IRO once again. For me, 
what makes Ottawa winters tolerable is the cold, clear nights under Orion's gaze. 
Maybe there's even a comet up there somewhere.

It's been a great seven years, thanks to all of our contributors and readers. I trust you 
will give our new editor the same support, encouragement, and quality articles!

Good luck, Brian!

A reminder to all members that subscriptions to Astronomy and Sky & Telescope can 
be acquired through the Centre at substantial discounts (you'll save about $20 per year 
on the first, and $10 on the second). Books and other products (posters, atlases, etc.) 
can also be purchased from the parent companies of these magazines at discounts 
ranging from about 20 to 45%.

Please note that Sky Publishing has informed me that they will not be offering 
CCD Astronomy at a discount price at this time.

More information, including lists of all available material, can be picked up at the 
monthly Observers' Group meeting. If you can't make it, give me a call at 225-3167.

Books and Magazines Rob McCallum
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The files in my set of disks can display 255 gray levels - in principle. However, the 
data have been processed for their gray tones to sit between about 90/253 to 160/255. 
This limits how much contrast stretching can be performed on the data.

What makes up for the limitations of my display are the astounding views of another 
world. In fact it's a bit addictive. I spent an entire day moving from one image to 
another. In each image was a discovery. Yet, at the end of the day I had only browsed 
through a small portion of one disk.

For a permanent record of some regions on Mars, I photographed my computer 
monitor. I'm now trying to accumulate a set of slides showing particularly interesting 
and revealing features. One feature I'd like to see for myself is the mythical 'face on 
Mars'. If anyone knows the latitude and longitude of the 'feature' please let me know.

There are numerous other disks available from Goddard. I'll have to wait for my penny 
bank to refill itself before I can personally journey into the outer solar system and 
beyond. One set contains the Magellan data of Venus ($500), Voyager ($100), IRAS 
and Einstein Observatory images (about $40 each) and others.

If anyone is interested in buying some disks, I can give them information on how to go 
about it, or I can order them for you.

January Observers’ Group Meeting Hilderic Browne
Observer’s Group Chairman Glenn Ledrew opened the meeting, and his second term 
of office, at 8:20pm. The bitter January night evidently kept more of the membership 
away than usual, unless perhaps they were all out observing!

Paul Comision gave us a brief “Cutting Edge” update on astronomical news, reporting 
on the recent suggestion that between neutron stars and black holes there may exist a 
new exotic species, the “Gray Hole”. These moderately massive collapsed stars, if  they 
exist, are slightly larger than the Schwarzchild radius, so that they do not vanish into 
their gravitational fields like black holes. Nonetheless, most of the light emitted from 
their surfaces is bent into orbit around them, forming a “photon sphere”, from which 
only a little can leak out. (See the January 1994 Sky & Telescope for more 
information.) Paul also commented that there seems little astronomical news at 
present, and maybe the scientific community is holding its breath waiting to see if the 
Hubble Space Telescope has been salvaged. Finally Paul recommended reading the 
article “New Eyes on the Universe” in a recent issue of National Geographic.

Don Fougere showed his first astronomical video production, 7½ minutes selected 
from approximately eight hours of footage of last December’s lunar eclipse, 
accompanied by a certain well-known and very appropriate Beethoven piano sonata. 
Don noted that getting the correct exposure was difficult, but the overall effect was still 
very fine. And we didn’t have to stand out in the cold all night, either.
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The surface of Mars is revealed in fine detail in this Viking orbiter image.
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Rosette Nebula by J. Mirtle. This is an example of the excellent 
astrophotography found in the 1994 RASC Calandar.
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Walter Scott Houston - A Man for All Seasons Fred Lossing
The passing of Walter Scott Houston marks the end of an era for all astronomers, 
whether amateur or professional. He was a bom teacher and communicator and a 
poetic and romantic figure, like someone out of folk history. From a safe anchorage in 
his beloved wife Miriam, Scotty's interest and imagination could freely range over all 
aspects of his favorite science. As an author of note on astronomical lore, his popular 
column, "Deep Sky Wonders" appearing over many years in Sky & Telescope was 
instrumental in teaching astronomers what marvelous things can be seen in our skies, 
and how to understand and enjoy this great celestial panorama.

As a result of the popularity of this series of articles he had an enormous volume of 
correspondence, as I was privileged to see when my wife Frances and I visited the 
Houstons' home on Boardman Road, near East Haddam, Connecticut. His study was 
absolutely full of letters from amateur astronomers from all countries. How he ever 
found anything once it had been filed was a question I was too stunned to ask.

During his later years Walter and Miriam spent the winters exploring southern 
Mexico, especially the Yucatan, which he found particularly interesting because of the 
Toltec and Mayan sites of early astronomical observations. Also in those years the 
Houstons were frequent visitors and participants in the great star parties in Texas, 
Riverside, and Mt. Kobau.

To me, and I expect to many others, Scotty's powerful persona brought to mind a 
flavor of an earlier American archetype: the fearless explorers and adventurers who 
roamed the great spaces of the Middle West. It is a pity that he was never discovered 
by Hollywood casting. I think he would have enjoyed playing himself in films of the 
fabled Great West, and we would all have been the richer for it!

As all know, who have enjoyed his round-up evening talks at Stellafane, Walter had a 
fabulous memory, and a marvelous sense of humour. One of his little running jokes 
was to convert the "o" in my surname to the sound of a German umlaut (ö) whenever 
he managed to work a reference to the Ottawa telescope makers into his talks. I tried 
to keep up by showing slides I took of him in various unguarded moments, with 
suitable comment, but I was clearly outclassed.

Scotty's visit to Ottawa on October 22-23, 1971 to preside over the dedication of our 
RASC Centre's new observatory (initially called North Mountain Observatory) with its 
new 16-inch homemade reflector, is in the permanent memory banks of all of us who 
were present at the ceremony. Scotty drew applause and cheers when he commented 
that the Governor of Connecticut had made a great thing out of his ceremony opening 
a 95-mile four-lane highway, but he (Walter) was privileged to preside over the 
opening of a new optical path many light years in length!

All in all, Walter was one of those rare and memorable people whose personality, 
wisdom, and acts of kindness have left behind a multitude of friends and admirers, 
who will keep his memory green.
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definitely do not have trouble finding observing partners as there is always a small 
handful at each gathering.

I think it would be safe to say that with living in a smaller dome of light and with 
easier accessibility to dark sites, the sky and I will be in contact with each other for a 
long, long time.

Amazing Robert Dick
I'm hardly the one to espouse the in-roads that computers are having in amateur 
astronomy. This is primarily because I don't want to be burdened with piles of software 
that I may rarely use and, even then, with limited technical dexterity. As a result, I 
have a limited, though carefully selected, library o f 'applications'.

One off the latest additions to my 'computing centre' at my observatory is a CD-ROM 
drive. I bought it because I wished to get some CD-ROMs containing images of the 
planets. This was so I could select particularly informative planetary images to support 
my astronomy course. By using relatively generic images I could minimize trouble 
with copyright laws when the material is rolled into a more marketable product.

My first set of disks was a knockout - once I learned how to view them. The set is 
called the Mars Digital Image Map (MDIM) from:

National Space Data Centre 
Code 633.4
Goddard Space Flight Centre 
Greenbelt, Maryland, 20771, USA

The cheque in payment is to be made out to Hughes STX Corporation'.

The set of the first six disks cost $20 + $6 per disk. A full set of 13 disks cost $92 + 
$10 shipping. All funds must be in US dollars. These first six disks contain black and 
white images covering the entire surface of Mars. Disks 8 to 13 hold colour images of 
most of the surface and disk number 7 has the digital topographic map of Mars. A 
14th disk will be available soon containing colour images in GIF format.

All disks have the display software so you can display them from any of the disks 
without loading a bunch of programs into your computer memory. This software 
allows you to display the images on Macs or PCs as well as workstations. I'm not yet 
very good at exploiting all the capabilities of the included software, but I found the PC 
software easy to run.

The images are arranged in files indexed with respect to the latitude and longitude and 
the resolution of that set of images. The finest resolution is about 1/4 km.
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There's A New Kid In Town By Gary Boyle
I have lived in Montreal all my life and have been a member of the RASC Montreal 
Centre since 1977. Life for the astronomer in the 'big city' does have its drawbacks: 
light pollution. You can still observe the sun (with a  safe filter or eyepiece projection), 
m oon, planets or even some of the bright open star clusters from the city. But I like 
deep sky the best and I sketch the various objects as opposed to photographing them.

1 remember back in the late seventies and early eighties the long Saturday night 
observing sessions that my observing buddy, Alister Ling, and I would have at Cedar 
Crest near Alexandria, Ontario. The one and a half hour drive would deliver our 
scopes and ourselves to clear country skies. Although the 'big city' was about sixty 
miles to the east, the glow was still visible. My first time at Cedar Crest yielded a 
complete lack of orientation of the sky above for about ten minutes. I had never seen 
so many stars, except at the Dow Planetarium. Back in those days Al had a four and a 
quarter inch scope and I had an eight inch scope. Both were Newtonian reflectors. 
We both achieved our Messier Certificates over the course of about three years. By the 
way, to all you young amateurs just starting out: as I just mentioned Alister used a 
four and a quarter inch reflector and found all the Messier objects and some of the 
brighter NGC objects. So don't think by looking at that little scope in the store that 
you would not see much - you will.

Al and I braved many a night being frost bitten or bug bitten and believe me every 
shiver and slap was worth i t  Your first impressions and images are always the most 
memorable. The observation that really stands out in my mind is of M84, M86 and 
four other NGC objects around them. These six patches of light were all in the same 
field of view. Truly amazing. Another highlight was the Orion Nebula in the twelve 
inch scope. The detail in the wing structure never ceased. Finer and finer filaments of 
light extended past the field of view. Some nights were completely washed out by 
huge aurora displays reaching down to the southern constellations. It would be hard to 
estimate how many rolls of Fujichrome slide film were consumed over the years. The 
only headache was the traveling. Spending three hours a night driving was not our 
cup of tea. In the late eighties Alister was transferred west and so were the good 
times.

In June of 1993, when it came my turn to relocate westward, I went to Ottawa. Here I 
am the new kid in town and it's time for a fresh start. My family and I had been 
visiting Ottawa for the past few years on a bi-monthly basis, and I had managed to 
work in a few Friday night meetings and observing sessions at IRO. This was a great 
opportunity to meet new members. The sheer beauty of living in a smaller city is you 
do not have to spend half a tank of gas and half the night driving. From where I live 
now I can catch the Milky Way from my front yard. Deep sky observing can be 
achieved within thirty minutes of leaving home. I now own a twelve and a half inch 
light bucket. As the instruments have grown, so has my observing schedule. Back in 
last month's AstroNotes I described a two-night meteor watch at Rolf Meier's. I
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So, Scotty, in fa rewell may we wish that choirs of angels will carry you (carefully!) to 
your place in that great observatory in the Sky.

Those who knew little about Helen Hogg had an opportunity to learn more on 
Thursday, December 2, 1993. Dr. Christine Clement of the University of Toronto 
(pictured below) presented an informative lecture about Dr Hogg's life and 
contributions to astronomy in particular and society in general.

Many of those who attended were from the Ottawa Centre. If you were unable to 
attend the presentation, I videotaped the evening and will donate a copy of the tape to 
the Ottawa Centre's library. Anyone wishing to review this lecture, and others that 
have been offered as part of the monthly Ottawa Centre Lecture Series, may do so by 
signing out the VHS video tapes from our library at any meeting.

Astro-Ads
For Sale (old technology): Durst B-30 black and white photographic enlarger plus 
assorted accessories, $200.00. Call Bryce Heartwell at (h) 321-5833 or (w) 738-0066.

The Helen Sawyer Hogg Lecture Robert Dick
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Hubble: It Works! Doug George
The results are in: the Hubble repair mission was a success! The adjustments to the 
corrective optics for the two cameras has been completed, and the results are nothing 
short of stunning. The adjustments needed for the spectroscopic devices are still 
underway, but are proceeding normally.

The Wide Field/Planetary Camera shows its stuff on Eta Carinae, a 
supermassive star blowing off clouds of hydrogen into space.

The Hubble telescope seems to have survived the repair mission quite well. No 
contamination of the detectors appears to have occurred. Despite problems closing the 
telescope's doors, the fixed-head star trackers were not disturbed, and all the 
gyroscopes are now functioning correctly. The new solar arrays produce much less 
jitter when passing into or out of eclipse. This will allow the anti-jitter software to be 
greatly scaled back, while keeping the telescope pointed within the specified 0.007 arc 
second accuracy.
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Astronauts Hoffman and Musgrave prepare to install the new Wide 
Field/Planetary Camera into the rectangular cavity near the top of the picture.

We can look forward to many more interesting and spectacular images and 
discoveries. Researchers have priority for their images and data for one year after the 
observations are made, after which point the data will be widely released. No doubt 
we can expect CD-ROM collections to start appearing next year!
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